
 

 

FEATURE 

Foolish Intelligence 

“Grades don’t measure intelligence” has been a long-known mantra for students usually after they just 

got off from either a monstrous exam or a quiz that made them knock their brains out. 

Each period of the semester, pressure and frustration cranks up as students race towards getting a 

favorable outcome in their exams. When exams are just around the corner, students are tied up to the 

concept of passing the exam in a dramatic way by not sleeping a wink and trying to grasp all the lessons 

in one setting with the hopes of getting a passing grade at the end of the day. 

Grades has long been perceived as a determining factor of one’s intelligence – hence, making students 

pumped up to prioritize attaining higher score and overlook the core of studying. In this, the essence 

of actually learning something in class is repositioned to get a high grade even if it means one only 

gets to familiarize and memorize the lessons in a short amount of time and right after consuming it 

all - off they go being left forgotten. This should not be it. 

Intelligence is much more than getting high grades. Grade is not a determinant of one’s intellect. 

Passing grades may mean an accomplishment however the contrary does not mean you are a failure. 

It should not define who you are as a person and most importantly, it should not devalue your worth. 

Simply stated, measuring intelligence through the portrayal of grades inescapably limits the totality of 

comprehending the capabilities of one; it constricts the competence of many talented, aspiring and 

intelligent students. 

Intelligence can be shown in several ways and not just on school performance alone. Hence, there is 

a need to make an adequate look upon bringing out to the surface the genuine intelligence one acquires 

that is not limited to a school setting alone but relatively on a much bigger picture, a reality for example, 

where one is not enclosed in a case of known variables. 

Just as in a setting where one is running his own race and sailing his own course, the means to reach 

toward his destination does not lie on wits alone but by making use of all other factors that may be 

necessary for him to keep his feet on the track. Same goes for a student who relentlessly prioritizes 

attaining such perceived intelligence - the stereotypical one, he should come for an inference that 

pursuing it does not rely on grades alone but by any other aspects such as attitude and character. 

Going back to the foregoing quoted phrase, it might seem to be a prevalent line accepted by many to 

make themselves feel better upon their performance still its underlying message has something much 

bigger to convey. It shows us that grades evidently do not equate to intelligence for intelligence is 

immense in nature that can be depicted in a different and unique manner by each one. 

 

 


